**TANGEDCO introduces Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS) for LT CC Charges collection**

1. TANGEDCO is providing online payment facilities like Net Banking, Payment Gateway: Debit/Credit Card, Mobile Banking, Bank Counter Collection, ATM Collection, Mobile App, PoS (Point of Sales) Machine Collection at Collection Counters, TNeGA’s E.Sewa Centres & Post Office Collection for the benefit of all the LT consumers. In addition to the above, TANGEDCO is providing online payment facilities under BBPS (Bharat Bill Payment System) from 26-2-2018.

2. Bharat Bill Payment System is a Reserve Bank of India (RBI) conceptualised system driven by National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). It is a one-stop payment platform for approved biller categories providing an interoperable and accessible “Anytime Anywhere” bill payment service to all customers across India with certainty, reliability and safety of transactions.

3. Bharat BillPay transaction can be initiated through multiple payment channels like Internet, Internet Banking, Mobile, Mobile-Banking, Mobile Wallets, ATM, Bank Branch, Agents and Business Correspondents. There are more than 14,000 physical agent outlets available under BBPS system including banks and non-banking entities.

4. The TANGEDCO bill payments can be done across all banks which are LIVE on Bharat BillPay through any of the above modes. For all these payments Indian Overseas Bank will act as the Biller bank, which collects payments on behalf of TANGEDCO. Any consumer of TANGEDCO shall login to any bank’s BBPS payment systems which shall display TANGEDCO as a biller. The consumer shall fetch the bill amount and make payment.

5. This facility is offered FREE of Charge for the citizens. There is NO fee collected for any of the Online Payment modes.